Endless Promotional Opportunities!

Stock faces available or create your own

Health Tips

Safety Tips

Vintage/Distressed

Flashcards

Face Sizes

Regular faces are the most popular design, available in Bridge or Poker sizes.

Jumbo Index faces are easy to read across a table or in dim light. Popular with Texas Hold/Em players! Bridge or Poker size.

EZ See® faces are designed for the visually impaired, available in Bridge or Poker sizes.
Spread Your Word! 56 Messages in 1 Deck
SHOWCASE & PROMOTE YOUR COMPANY OR PRODUCT
Customer Service, Quality, and Brand Identity drive our multi-million dollar custom business to over 45% repeat orders on an annual basis.
ENDLESS OPPORTUNITIES
CUSTOM TUCK FOIL & EMBOSsing
Preliminary sketches or actual samples of previously printed cards will be accepted for initial review and quote.

**Digital Artwork File Guidelines**

**Platforms:**
Mac is preferred, PC accepted with limited applications.

**Applications Setup:**
Files should be prepared using Illustrator, Photoshop, InDesign or ArtPro. Color should be set up to CMYK or spot colors according to final product. PMS colors should be correctly indicated. All art must be linked to a file rather than embedded into the layout page.

**Photoshop:**
Preferred file formats include: TIF, TIF LZW, DCS, EPS, CMYK or LAB color. Supplied resolution should be 300dpi for continuous tone and 1200dpi for bitmap. Maximum density is 280%. Please provide layered files.

**Completeness:**
Please ensure that all files are complete including all fonts (Adobe Type 1, Screen and Printer Fonts, Bitstream or Open Type Face preferred), linked material, and high resolution graphics.

**Transfer Media:**
File transfers should be made using FTP/Print Direct. See your Sales Representative for uploading procedures, username and password information.

**Proofs Approval:**
After receipt of your art, we will provide a PDF proof to you that represents a model of your final product.

**Underruns/Overruns:**
Orders will be considered complete by plus or minus (10%) of the contracted amount and the purchaser will pay for the actual amount delivered.

**Packaging:**
Decks are packaged in custom tuck boxes and cello-wrapped unless otherwise specified.

**Delivery:**
FOB: Erlanger, Kentucky, prepaid and add.